
THE HUNGARIAN PREMIER’S 
COMPREHENSIVE EXPOSE OF HIS FOREIGN 
AND DOMESTIC POLITICAL PROGRAMME

In a long speech delivered at a meeting of the Central 
Executive Committee of the “ Hungarian Life” Party held 
on May 29 th. which was received with great enthusiasm, 

the Hungarian Prime Minister inter alia made the following 
important statements:

“There is no change today —  as there has been no 
change in the past either —  in the cardinal theses of foreign 
and domestic policy enunciated by me when I took over 
the government of the country and consistently followed by 
me in my conduct of the country’s affairs.

“Our Second Army is now at home and is being de
mobilized. An account of what has happened must be given. 
So — great as our losses have been, knowing as we do that 
we too failed to check the winter onrush of the Soviet, — 
painful as are my feelings as a man and as a statesman 
responsible for the fate of my country when I think of those 
who have been left behind and of the military equipment 
destroyed — , it must be said that the balance-sheet, so far 
as the nation as a whole is concerned, is an active one and 
reflects glory on our nation. Active, I repeat, because in 
the account kept at our eastern outpost where we fought 
in the defence of Europe, of culture and civilization, the 
assets side of the ledger has been supplemented by a fresh 
page recording the fulfilment of our duty, the sacrifices 
made by us and the blood shed by us.

“ Once more we stood where we have so often defended 
Christianity and all that makes it worth while to be human 
beings against the Asiatic peril. ..

“But we have every reason to be proud when we look 
back as a nation of soldiers to those strenuous days in
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which our sons so gallantly held their own. W e  had to face 
superior odds; but, when have we not had to face such 
superior odds in the course of our thousand-years’ history? 
W e  had to face ill-luck and the bitter cold of the steppes: 
but when have we not had to face ill-luck and adverse 
fortune? A n d  we, who have at all times in the course of 
our history yielded only to superior odds or to the blows 
of an adverse fortune, were on the present occasion too the 
last to leave the field of battle.

‘ ‘Today I am speaking to the country at large; but the 
first words I have to say —  words of respect and gratitude 
—  must be addressed to our war heroes, to those who have 
died on the battlefield, to the disabled and to all who are 
suffering from the effects of the war. W h at I have said and  
the obligation I have undertaken in m y own person devolves 
upon the nation as a whole, —  the obligation never to forget 
these heroes who have made sacrifices for us all. I shall 
never forget and shall never allow this nation to forget — 
as 1 know it never would! W h at we have available —  a  
piece of land or bread, posts and provision —  is primarily  
due to them. W ithin the shortest time possible I shall, either 
by Order in Council or by a proposal to be submitted to 
the legislature, take the necessary steps in the order of 
succession rendered feasible in these days of war and as 
far as the possibilities to hand and the difficulties in the 
w ay of execution permit.

“It was not during the term of office of my Government 
that it was decided that we should take part in the 1942 
Russian campaign. 1 have no doubt that decision had to be 
taken, and that, when our A lly  called upon us, the summons 
had to be obeyed. But I consider it m y bounden duty to 
give the country a new army to replace the one that we have 
lost, to instil new life into those who have lost by the war 
and to infuse new faith and a new spirit into the minds o f  
those who m ay be discouraged.

"W h a t  I am now going to say applies also to Hungary's 
foreign policy today: its main object —  which we shall
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serve best by faithfully observing the obligations undertaken 
by us — is to secure our national and State existence, — 
an object served best by that observance of moral postulates 
which has at all times made the Hungarians reliable friends 
and valuable allies. We need have no qualms of conscience 
in this respect; we have always done what we have under
taken to do and have at all times found that path lying 
between the two poles of our own interests and our 
obligations to others which is the path of our national 
honour. This Hungarian policy has been sealed also by 
the blood of our National Defence soldiers fighting shoulder 
to shoulder with our friends; and we have done everything 
in our power in the great war of self-defence being fought 
by our Continent and by our country. A  foreign policy — 
like all other forms of policy — is based ultimately upon 
the readiness of the nation to make sacrifices. But the 
measure of those sacrifices is naturally limited by the 
possibilities to hand; for the sacrifices are not an object 
in and for themselves, —  the real object being to serve the 
nations’s interests. I have never lost sight of this cardinal 
standpoint; for that reason I am prepared to undertake 
only sacrifices which are in proportion to the nations 
resources.

“ Another feature of Hungary’s foreign policy is — 
European solidarity. W e  are a European people, a nation loyal 
to our Continent which during the whole course of its 
sublime and tragical history has at all times been the cradle  
of Christian culture and the vanguard of human progress. 
It was this European consciousness and this sense of a  
European duty that made us take up arms in 1941 to fight 
against the assault and the menace of Bolshevism. It was 
this consciousness and this sense of duty that stimulated  
us to fight in the defence of all that we regard as of value. 
The war we are carrying on is a war of self-defence, our 
sole interest being that we should be allowed to live in 
peace within our frontiers as one of those independent and 
self-governing European nations which desire to further the
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grand aims of human development within the framework 
of their own traditions, their own institutions and their own 
forms of life. Recently we have heead a good deal about the 
unviability of the small nations and about their not being 
entitled to live except under the shadow of the big nations 
—  in the spheres of interests of the latter, always deferring 
to the wishes of the mightier and more powerful. Hungary 
repudiates such an idea. Hungary professes the principles 
laid down in the declarations made most recently by the 
Axis statesmen which were most pregnantly and eloquently 
expressed only the other day in the statement made by the 
Italian Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in which he 
stressed the inalienable right of the small nations to an 
independent existence.

“ We are fully aware that this right too —  like every 
other right —  involves obligations and a sense of duty; 
and we are quite prepared to undertake those obligations. 
The most important of these obligations is, apart from 
unswerving and unselfish loyalty, an understanding and 
respect for the legitimate rights of others. Of our 
consciousness of this obligation we have repeatedly given 
proof. We were the first to recognize the State of the 
Croatian nation —  which had historically too been always 
in existence —  and the State of the Slovak nation established 
after the First Vienna Award; and our one and only object 
is to be able to live with these States in peace and agreement 
and to co-operate with them in the work of furthering our 
common interests and conditions of subsistence. We are 
fully aware that the protracted symbiosis of our countries 
has resulted in creating, not only connections and ties, hut 
also differences. We must therefore endeavour to strengthen 
the ties binding us to one another and strive with reciprocal 
goodwill to eliminate all moments calculated to alienate us 
from one another. We must likewise endeavour to eliminate 
all the obstacles in the way of friendly relations with our 
other neighbours.

“The first matter to be mentioned by me in this
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connection is the nationality question — as a question which 
has been (and unfortunately still is) the most serious source 
of friction. Reciprocal respect for one another’s rights and 
humanity are the two principles best calculated to take the 
sting out of this question. We on our part are striving to 
carry those principles into practice in the spirit of the 
traditions represented in the land of St. Stephen by Sze- 
chenyi, Eotvos, Deak and more recently by my great 
predecessor in office, the late Count Paul Teleki of blessed 
memory. And there is — must be — understanding, 
humanity and tolerance, not only between the various 
nations, but between individuals speaking different langua
ges. And even if we take our stand on the purely practical 
plane of interest — an attitude which in political respects 
is unavoidable — , we shall nevertheless be able to establish 
that we and our neighbours have far more common interests 
than causes for reciprocal animosity.

“ It is no mere accident that we have all adhered to the 
Three-Power Pact. Our national individualities and our 
existence as States are menaced by the same dangers. If 
during ten centuries the various peoples living there were 
able to preserve their national peculiarities, even in periods 
when national feeling did not yet display the expansive force 
in evidence today and when the domination of the Magyars 
extended to the whole Basin of the Carpathians, it is very 
unlikely that they should today be capable of de-nationali- 
zing one another. The realization of this fact should suffice 
— without the help of other moments —  to minimize mistrust 
and prove the possibility of a practical application of the 
principle of “suum cuique” .

“ There is no chance of any lasting cooperation between 
the nations unless they reciprocally respect one another’s 
national peculiarities, and unless that end is served by the 
self-respecting sons of self-respecting nations. Even Corio- 
lanuses — the “ refugees” who have been "hurt to the quick” 
and are disappointed men — are incapable of achieving 
anything more than an eventual temporary ensuring of their 
own position, — particularly those of them whose past is
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overshadowed by a long series of crimes and omissions. It 
seems almost incredible that persons who are the political 
bankrupts of one of the darkest eras in the history of 
Hungary should now presume to speak in the name and on 
behalf of the Hungarian people. The lamentable actors in 
the tragedy of a collapse — the flotsam thrown to the surface 
for a brief period by our country's adverse fortune and by 
their own worthlessness — now, amid the surging waves 
of war, imagine that the time has come to raise their voices 
for the purpose of giving vent to their malicious hatred of 
their native land and paying homage to our bitterest enemies. 
These traitors to their country know that here in Hungary 
no one has any use for them; for that reasop they are 
endeavouring feverishly to court favour with the man 
primarily responsible for the injustices inflicted upon us in 
1919. The man I have in mind is Benes, formerly President 
of the Republic of Czechoslovakia, the evil genius of 
Trianon, who means more to Michael Karolyi, Charles 
Lonyay, Rustem Vambery and their fellows than the greatest 
figures and martyrs known to Hungarian history.

“ Only I cannot help feeling surprised that those who 
are still ready to listen to these men should be ignorant of 
the fact that they have not a single adherent in this country, 
—  not only no party or organization or even group behind 
them, but not a single person to take sides with them.
These traitors to their country are discredited “knights of
industry" blackballed by their own social classes even 
before they entered a political career for whom the people 
have nothing but contempt, or internationalist Jews ostraci
sed by their own race who never had anything in common 
with this country of ours. I am not speaking now as a 
politician, because politicians may simply ignore the role 
played by these living symbols of collapse and may content 
themselves with remembering what they were and have 
done. I am voicing the feelings of a Hungarian who will
never — never can — forget 1918 or the inglorious role
played by these men during and after the collapse of the 
Monarchy. The Hungarians have learned the lessons of 
1918, which they will never forget.
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“There is another fact to be established. There is not 
a word of truth in the assertions and allegations of these 
men and of the “ refugees” from the Little Entente States; 
those assertions are a pack of lies. Hungary has never taken 
an inch of land from any one. Hungary's thousand-year-old 
territory was dismembered by the Treaty of Trianon, part 
of the said territory being allotted to other States. Some of 
the detached areas have now been restored to the mother- 
country; others have not. Ten centuries of possession versus 
twenty years of possession by new owners! That is the truth, 
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. Equally untrue 
is the charge of nationality oppression. If that were really 
so, — if we had really oppressed them during ten centuries, 
how can we account for the fact that our non-Magyar 
nationalities are living in this country stronger than ever 
numerically and in other respects too, in full possession of 
their national self-consciousness? The historical truth is, on 
the contrary, that Hungary is the only country which has 
ensured its nationalities the maintenance of their ethnic and 
national individuality, whereas the Western States all alike 
have absorbed the peoples of other race and language living 
under their rule.

“ We have no intention of interfering with the present 
state of things; we know and proclaim the need for co-opera
tion and peaceful symbiosis as between the peoples 
living in the Basin of the Carpathians; we are well 
acquainted with the natural conditions in which they live 
and with their economic interdependence: we regard a solu
tion of the problem of the Basin of the Carpathians on this 
basis as inevitable, though we cannot admit the possibility 
of any solution not based upon the foundations already 
referred to which does not ensure the greatest good of the 
peoples living here. Peace prevailed in the Basin of the 
Carpathians continuously so long as the forces of unity and 
harmony functioned there undisturbed. It was this state of 
equilibrium that was upset in 1918: and Beness attempts 
to mislead Europe today have the same object in view. 
There can be no peace until the forces of repulsion have
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ceased to act in the Basin of the Carpathians. It is a sine 
qua non of peace that the peoples of the Basin of the 
Carpathians should be of one mind and should develop 
their new ethnic and national existence in agreement with 
one another and within the limits prescribed by God and 
history and by the will of the people.

“ We are living in days of crisis. The war has reached 
a decisive phase and for that reason demands of every 
nation and indeed of every individual alike the greatest 
possible resolution to do its (his) duty. This is not only 
a political postulate; it is primarily and above all a ques
tion of moral conduct. Above all, it is imperatively binding 
upon us to remain true to ourselves, to our Magyarhood 
and to our unwavering Christian faith, that — despite all 
the sufferings that the war may bring upon us and despite 
all trials and ordeals —  we may never for a moment forget 
that Hungary must live and that the Hungarian people has 
a mission. It is by remaining true to ourselves that we shall 
be able to be true to others; we can be true only jin the 
Magyar manner. We are at war; and we shall fight this 
war to the end, because we desire to survive it, — because 
amid all the dangers that may encompass us we desire to 
hand over to our successors our inheritance —  the Hun
garian nation and the thousand-year-old Hungarian State. 
This State has always been European and will remain 
European, —  not only geographically, but morally and 
politically too. One thing is certain: the European idea, 
Christian civilization, must and will prove triumphant in 
this war; and this genuine European triumph will be our 
triumph too! It was in defence of this cause and of our 
own people that we joined hands with that Italy and that 
Italian people which were the first to offer us the right 
hand of friendship after the catastrophe of Trianon, and 
with their great leader, Mussolini, whom I recently had the 
honour of meeting in Rome, where I was able once more 
to convince myself of his understanding and sincere 
friendship; it is in defence of our own people and of the 
cause of Europe that we have taken sides with the German
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Empire and the statesman —  Hitler, Leader and Chancellor 
of Germ any —  responsible for breaking to pieces the 
Trianon fetters and thereby opening the way for an asser
tion of our historical rights, —  the statesman who is the 
only man capable of saving Europe from the horrors of 
Bolshevism.

“A n d  now I shall proceed to outline one or two of 
our internal political questions. The cardinal theses of our 
internal policy are the maintenance of internal order and  
tranquillity, the adjustm ent of economic questions as condi
tioned by the war situation, and the preservation of the 
nation’s faith and confidence. The question of the mainte- 
nanjce of internal order does not give us even the least 
anxiety. Those who think of 1918 or any of the other revolu
tionary or “ Putsch” movements, are liable to be visited by 
nightmares. A ll  I need say in this connection is that any  
attempt to cause an upheaval, no matter from which quarter, 
will be nipped in the bud with the utmost rigour. In this 
connection I must say a  word or two also about the so-called  
Left Party movements or rather the movement designated by 
the borrowed name of “ popular front” . A ll I need say is 
that there m ay be theorists capable of imagining a movement 
of the kind and that there are practical men who, by hinting 
at the possibility of a movement of the kind and painting 
ghastly pictures of its terrors, endeavour to give some sub
stance to their (probably also extremist) political activity.

“W h at is important now —  as I have so often stressed
—  is that all our forces should be concentrated on the 
equipment of our A rm y, on production and on the agenda  
which under war conditions it is so difficult to carry out,
—  above all the proper and fair distribution of necessaries. 
But we must not confine ourselves to the solution of the 
problems of today; we must think also of the problems of 
the future. In this connection I would like to say a few  
words concerning the question of laying down the foundations 
of Hungary's social future. In the course of history we have 
repeatedly anticipated the West. Volum es might —  and  
should —  be written on this question. In the period following
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the first Great War in particular important social measures 
were introduced in this country, —  measures keeping pace 
with, and in many cases anticipating, the social legislation 
of the other countries of Europe. This question I discussed 
exhaustively in my speech during the Appropriation Bill 
debate. The relevant material has been elaborated in detail 
and has appeared already in book form. I do not wish to 
assert that in Hungary social provision (welfare) and the 
social epuilibrium is exactly what it is in certain Western 
States. Unfortunately it is not. This is due, however, not to 
any lack of readiness on the part of the State or of those 
responsible for the direction of public affairs, but solely and 
exclusively to the fact that at the outset, as a consequence 
of our dependence upon Austria, political questions were 
given the preference, and that subsequently, after the first 
Great War, the havoc wrought by the war and the dismem
berment foisted upon us by the Treaty of Trianon resulted 
in the utter impoverishment of our country, so that — as 
a consequence of the economic world crisis which weighed 
particularly heavily on agrarian Hungary —  ve were quite 
unable (despite the best intentions and the utmost goodwill) 
to attain the social level the primary sine qua non of which 
is after all general wellbeing, the accumulation of wealth 
and a balanced development of the economic forces. In the 
last ten years too we have made enormous efforts in this 
field — as may be seen by a glance at all our Public Estimates 
for those years. I must however emphasise the fact that to 
develop the army, create and materially support social 
institutions, raise the standard of public welfare and carry 
on a war at one and the same time is — impossible. So far 
not a single nation or government in the world has been able 
to do that!!

"Hungarian social legislation must pave the way for the 
future. I am not in a position to deal exhaustively on the 
present occasion with these puestions; I would therefore, 
with your permission, merely enumerate a few of the ques
tions in respect of which the Government proposes to 
present Bills. These questions are: the organization of
agrarian health insurance, and the further development in
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other respects too of agrarian social insurance; the up-to- 
date further development of the statutes regulating the 
conditions of service and labour; the organization in cham
bers of industrial and commercial employees; the furtherance 
of the peaceful adjustment of disputes arising in respect 
of conditions of labour; the further development of the 
system of State labour exchanges; provision to enable per
sons with small incomes to make a proper use of their lei
sure time (e. g. resting, convalescence, recreation); the 
adjustment of the apprentice question in a manner in 
harmony with the development of our economic life; the 
further development of the legislation dealing with co-opera
tive societies, and in particular the drafting of the byelaws 
of co-operative societies engaged in agrarian production or 
formed for the purpose of renting leaseholds; the determina
tion of the maximum encumbrance chargeable on agrarian 
and forestry real estate; the furtherance of the security of 
credit and investments in certain branches of production; 
the prevention of an exaggerated splitting up by parcelling 
of agrarian estates; the furtherance of the building and 
repair of small family houses, of agricultural labourers' 
dwellings and of farm-servants’ dwellings; the further deve
lopment of the system of public guardians; further provi
sion to facilitate the subsistence of families with many 
children; the protection of the health and morals of domestic 
employees; a more effectual protection under criminal law 
of marriage, the family, children (already born or in being) 
and of all persons in need of care; the re-habilitation and 
restoration to society as workers of offenders capable of 
reformation; the enforcement to an increased extent of the 
principles of family protection when determining the scale 
of death duties and dues payable on gifts; etc. To all this 
must naturally be added the putting into force of the laws 
passed under our agrarian (landed property) policy scheme 
and the adaptation of the same to the war conditions, with 
due consideration for the lessons taught us by the war.

“ I should regard it as the crowning achievement of the 
work undertaken by me if it should fall to my lot to incor
porate in the Hungarian Code of Laws (Corpus Juris) the 
social legislation of Hungary.
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"I beg to announce that the Government has already 
taken its decision in the question of the adjustment of the 
price-level. I announce, further, that we are particularly 
concerned to ensure the standard of life of our public em
ployees and of industrial and agricultural workers engaged 
regularly in factories and other establishments, by an equi
table and adequate adjustment of their salaries and wages 
respectively.

"And now I would like to say a few words concerning 
one of the most difficult problems both of our economic and 
of our national life, — the Jewish question. There are many 
persons both abroad and at home who do not understand 
why the Jewish question worries us so much. These persons 
ignore the fact that there are probably more Jews living 
in Hungary than in the whole of Western Europe. Is there 
anything surprising, then, in the fact that every thinking 
Hungarian looks upon this question as one of his most 
important problems, whether regarded from the national or 
the social or the economic point of view? It is equally 
natural that we should endeavour to solve the problem. 
Measures of a provisional character appear necessary; but 
there is need also of a definitive solution. As I declared a 
year ago, that definitive solution cannot be anything more 
or less than expatriation or removal from the country 
on the largest possible scale, the moment conditions render 
such a procedure practicable. There can be no doubt that 
this must eventually ensue; and the sooner, the better. On 
the other hand, however, I cannot undertake — until the 
conditions and circumstances rendering such an action pos
sible are to hand, that is, until we know where to settle 
the Jews —  to keep this question continuously on the carpet 
and thereby to disturb the peace of the country. I announce, 
further, that Hungary will not deviate from the traditions 
of her historical past and will not today either indulge in 
experiments incompatible with her Christian culture and 
her conscience, or turn her back on the humanism which she 
has always shown, during the whole course of her history, 
in racial and denominational matters.”

Next the Hungarian Premier announced the taxation of 
war earnings and war profits, adding that he would intro
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duce draconian measures to safeguard the honesty of 
public life.

In conclusion the Premier added: —  "What I had at 
first merely believed, I now know by experience, —  that 
this people, this nation, will be able to stand its ground 
in the years and centuries to come. Our people’s energy 
is inexhaustible. Proofs of this have been given by all ranks 
of our agricultural and industrial labourers and by our 
civil servants alike. If we persevere and continue in the 
path which we have so far followed, —  if the nation does 
not lose its confidence in itself — , we shall survive. And 
we shall survive, for the nation has a Leader who has the 
whole nation as one man behind Him. Never has the Hun
garian nation stood so firmly and so united behind any one 
as it stands today behind our Regent. His faith is our surest 
pledge; His judgment the safeguard of our justice: and His 
strength is today the strength of the nation. God bless Him! 
(all present rise from their seats and enthusiastically cheer 
and applaud in token of their homage to the Head of thd 
State).

The Prime Minister's speech was received with a storm 
of enthusiastic applause. The Members of the Executive 
Committee, many hundreds of whom were present, showed 
their appreciation of what the Premier had said by giving 
him a most hearty ovation.
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